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Decoding Life is Founded | on spiritual & supernatural transperancy for the 
purpose of exposing the root of DNA lies & evil covenants that the trichotomy  
has traded into, knowingly or unknowingly. Know that “All” trades are binding 
across generations. Our teams use what we call Language between Worlds.  In 
short this is about translation of different levels of terminology that bridges 
information into revelation and over time creates transformation with completely 
extrodinary levels of wisdom. {Glossary 3-Chair’s}

You will find parts of our conversations are BIG! Inside our workshops as a 
group, we travel through realms & dimensions, sharing our founders vast 
experience & blended reasources that she has brought together in the cluster 
groups. So hold on! Be kind to yourself. Respect others as they progress at their 
own pace. Take care of your tongue! Be assured your individual health & 
wellbeing is our priority. {Glossary RLS}

Don’t rush the process as it is not a race, move at your own pace. We will meet 
you where you are at. We strongly suggest that you complete all 7-Trading 
Rooms, before making your final assesment of our content. We walk with anyone
from beginners to advanced, healing & teaching across the great divide & depths 
of geneology, life & lifestyle issues.   

This is done by talking through the entry points to current life’s soul trauma. The
human trichotomy has an unseen enemy and that enemy is what we understand, 
see and break people free from, areas of bondage never consider real or relevant 
to daily life struggles.

The medical profession do not look nor understand these aspect to life. These are
common topics to our coaching team & what we share is backed by years of 
R&D, all designed to help facilitate a renewing of the mind, in many unthinkable
ugly areas that life can be traped into. 

All Cluster Groups | During each workshop you will be asked to note down 
future references {track & trace} topics that are more relavant to cluster groups in
other workshop levels. We do this to stay focused and what we ask is important 
to your results. Our track & trace is a process that keeps important content fresh. 



You will start with Trading Room 1, Life’s Genetics, Clusters 1-9. Here we move
very fast, which is why the 8am-Rollercoaster/Orientation time helps you to feel 
like you are in control!

When it come to tracking & tracing evidence, if you don’t move topics forward 
then that imformation or thread maybe lost, so make sure you pay attention.  
{Know that our assistant coach’s will be on hand to help during these moments 
as extra support.} Please pay attention to detail when advised to move a topic to 
another Trading Room cluster topic. 

We work this way because many topics are woven across generations, therefore 
we will take opportunities not to flip through other levels, but rather stay focused
on the cluster group we are currently working through. When you are given a 
Coach’s Revelation that needs to be recorded forward, {track & trace} to another 
workshop level, make sure you carry that information, clearly recording the 
purpose & context around that topic. 

Think Like Us | Our coaching team needs you to think like you are prepping for 
your own Court Case {we often call this DIY Detective} inside each cluster 
group.  The detective part is exaclty that.  Everything is about unveiling hidden 
intel across the generations to remove stubborn patterns & cycles that plague 
people. We will enter into serious conversations and we do this with a joyous 
approach. Together we get through what can feel like mountainous terrain.  

Today you become your own DIY Detective. With the support of our coaching 
team, they will bring additional insights into problem solving. Understanding that 
the day is a problem solving expedition into the unseen & unknown! Our team is
here to serve you! We are humbled that you have chosen to let us walk with you.
Because of the complexity of man, know each workshop builds on the previous 
foundation presented to you & the results at the end of Trading Rooms-7 will be 
life long, tangable assets for your DNA. 

It’s important that you are open for deep conversations, and to be willing to 
research anything that is asked from our Coach & Assistant Coach. For some, 
you will be heading into uncharted territory, while for others, will either hold 
levels of understanding, or you will be on track with our language. No matter 
where you are at, our team meets each person where they are at, so nothing & no
one is left behind. 



As I close out on this part, I personaly want to express my gratitude as you 
journey through each event with us. Our history is strong in content in what we 
deliver, our enthisuasium for your breakthorugh is real. Are you ready to 
expieirence measures of breakthrough that Life’s Genetics Trading Room will 
release. No matter your reasons for attending, know that each of our team 
members have been in similar places, inclueding myself. Individually we have our
own story of life’s bondages & new stories of miracles & breakthrough. It is here
inside our workshops we walk out many life’s entanglements together. 

Welcome to Trading Room 1 
Founder Karyn Cooksley 

r.e.d.x. 
Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.



Glossary | Life’s Genetic Entanglements | Trading Room #1 

3-Chairs | A demonstration to the foundation of the trichotomy healing. Here we 
go deep into demonstration of how this applies to healing on all levels of issues, 
health, relationships, past, present and future. We deal alot in this part regarding 
ancestral issues that binds people unknowingly into patterns & cycles of life & 
lifestyles. 
Each chair has a definite Language between World’s that we take advantage of to
demonstrate our terminnology based upon our research since 2013. It is through 
our 3-Chairs we have witnessed healings because of deep valuable conversations. 

Language between World’s | Is our way of breaking down & demonstrating 3-
chairs of terminology. We take evidence from all three positions and present 
evidence through demonstration & discussion. 

Tracking & Tracing of Evidence | We share our style of evidence track & trace 
for a very important reason. The transfering of that information & record in a 
manner that when you read back over your notes you know what it means. 
Because our Coaching team does not hold this content on your behalf.  

Content Pace | Within each workshop we move very fast with core content, that 
is why we have the 8am-Rollercoaster that are the opening for each  Trading 
Room 1-6 with Trading Room 7 structure slightly different. These 2-hour session 
are designed to prep foundation so you can get the most out of the days content. 

Trading Rooms 2-7 FAQ | We present an FAQ/Glossary for each Trading Room 
1-7 listed here on our web site.

 We are a service, not a product.  
 All handout & event information are given at our 8am-Rollercoaster.
 Glossary listed below; please bring your questions to this 8am-Rollercoaster
 Being a no-show to our 8am-Rollercoaster results in no admitttence to the 

main event. 
 We offer no rain-checks or refunds to any of our events. 

Altars | History through our R&D has shown bloodline altars can date back 70 
generations or even 250 generataions. This is one part of timeline evidence that 
will surprise you on how they are entangled & are key blocks to daily life 
results.   



Territory of Trades | Can represent a number of things:
1| Territory of the soul {3-parts} with 15-layers or componants. 
2| Territory of physical body & organs.
3| Territory of land, buildings, enviroments, governments etc. 
4| Business, education, trades & other life & lifestyle trades. 
5| Trades are buying or selling, trade & exchange of items, objects, financial, 
time, timeline recoreds, gifts given or receieved, items in the home, items 
inherited are a big conversation.

Timeline | Here in class we demonstrate two threads that are in reference to the 
creation of timelines. An in house demonstration will bring this together. Please 
understand that learning this content is hugely important to heal many of lifes 
daily issues. Many times this is about little niggly issues that pop up and then get
out of controle & start to create unjustified bigger problems. Knowing what this 
looks like inside a family brings balance to people without any contact, 
conversation. A powerful hidden tool for anyone, can also work in the workplace 
& amongst friendships.

Cluster Categories | 35 cluster topics, dividded between seven Trading Rooms. 
Broken into three track & trace approaches. 
#1 | Historical {From Previous Workshop & based around R&D & backed by 
Real Life Stories}

#2  | Coach’s Revelations is content that is given by the Coach who is the main 
workshop presenter for that days event. This is the place on your Trading Room 
work sheets that you will recored their revelations that are specific to you.   

#3 | Personal Revelation {On the work sheets there is a space for your own 
content. Again you will have alot of Personal Revelation never considerd to be a 
root or an anchor that needs to be revealed to release FREEDOM.   
All will make sence once you recieve the 7-Trading Rooms work sheets that are  
handed out during the 8am-Rollercoaster meeting. 

Trichotomy | Reference to the 3-parts 
Part 1 | Physical {Body, Organs, Blood} 
Part 2 | Soul, {Mind, Will, Emotions} 
Part 3 | Spirit {spirit of man or spirit-world} active in your life.



In total there are 15-moving parts in the Trichotomy that influence Bloodline 
Bondage & DNA Curses linked to spiritual gateways across the 3-parts above 
{part1-3}. The complexity of the trichotomy is easy once your approach has been
renewed. Healing stagnant issues or deeply wounded relationship issues do get 
exposed through this demonstration & across our workshop tools. Each are non 
confrontational and a way to start the healing of anything that is broken.   

DNA | Ancestors across all time, dimension, space, reality & bloodline bondages 
& DNA Curses ...... for the human soul never dies. We discuss & examine 
content that is held/stored/recorded in certain frequencies held against you, across 
timelines, known & unknown, hindering life, health and wellbeing at all levels of 
life & lifestyles. 
Many of you will be shocked at how the complexity across the matix of 
bloodlines, timelines, where the trades are rooted into repeating patterns, cycles, 
sickness, disease, poverty, and more.  

Soul Tapestry Q&A | 8am-Rollercoaster you will recieve this handout. This 
resource you will add into your material and it is something that you will 
refrence to many times across the 7-Trading Rooms inside each workshop. We 
have used these hanouts for many years, they contain diagrams to help with the 
initial decoding of the human soul tapestry. In essence they look like matrix of 
man! 

Trichotomy & 3-Chairs | From the 3-Chair position no matter your seat, this is 
how we have been able to travel through sections of society with open dialogue 
becuase we personaly have been seated in each chair. For us our results todate 
see that this has been the best way to express terminology. 

Terminology of how the soul is caught in captivity (unseen in parts) or soul 
trauma (physical in parts} & how things look when trapped into our expansive 
universe {matrix or tapestries across bloodline timelines of a matrix of 
generations}. 

This is also our way of not missing any people group out. Inter-soul trauma 
through sexual reltionship is a very key topic in this category of trichotomy 
healing. Topics that harbour many issues inclueding hidden altars & soul parts 
hosted on altars unknown to most. For us when viewing from the spirit-world or 
the spirit of man, know that the positions are two very different trejectories. It is 



those trjectories that will become obvious to you as you walk through our content
at each Trading Room event.  

Our RLS are a crosss section from many ethnic groups, addressing topic like 
colonialism,  marxism, topics of SRA from morals & dogma, ancient scottish rite 
of freemasonry ancestorial dedications & altars. These can take us into revelations
about genetics from past trades into spiritual books & altars errectrd in a persons 
name within the spirit-world & the spirit of a person {trichotomy} becuase of 
unknown or sometimes known. Each trade is significant to the soul trauma that 
many of us oblivious about. For your trichotomy is linked in such ways that 
shaks you to the core & sets your free all in the same breath! {Trading Room 4 
hosts many hidden keys wihin this topic}   

Trichotomy Voices | Soul voice or invisable voices! This content will assist 
anyone needing to know how to heal the soul, the physical, & to shut the voices 
in the heads that are turning people towards mental illness & early death, suicidal
thoughts and emotional torture. Once understood, anyone can approach healing 
from a more informed position. Know that not all sounds as simple as we present
& each case has its own complexities, but bring your senarrio and lets see what 
is hidden in parts, known in part & revealed in parts!

Track & Trace | Is a simple way to express how we link content across the 
7-Trading Rooms, 32 clusters & over 500 descriptions, situations & timelines, 
past, present and future, connected to Self, Others & DNA. Some topics will be 
woven deeply into parts of the soul tapestry, linked to many genetic timelines & 
lay-lines. This is called bloodline bondage & is something no one can escape. 
Here we talk about how a new born can be born with Bloodline Bondages & 
DNA Curses. From here these revelations bring about DNA corrections that can 
be made before expieirence show up in life.

Coach’s Revelation | Inside our events we need you to cross-reference group 
conversations & bring them into your own personal situations.  Example inside 
conversations one topic may feel like a short Text message but for others it may 
feel like ...  

  a book, 
  some the conversation will feel like a index to a directory, 



  others, could be more of a full document, even to the content of feeling 
like a legal document that you have lost through the courts on earth 

  while others may sit back and in the last moments of the conversation 
they will feel as if they have just revieved a message the size of an old 
fashioned post card. 

 Please pay attenstion with all conversations. 
 What we say is never dismissed what is important or ravlient to you! & 

remember that the most insignificant can sometimes be the most significant.
 Here it is your choice to recored or not, take action or not, we cant tell you

this is your part & only you will know! 
 What we have found is that the smalliest piece of evidence can be a major 

key to breakthrough. 
 What we also suggest is do not “nit-pick” through the information, it’s just 

as important not to go down a rabbit-hole, trying to make something fit! 
 Understand this glossary is a heads up on topics, it is once inside our 

workshops deeper revelation comes in many forms, through conversation,  
demonstration or an inner knowing, a word of knowledge that you hear 
inside your own physical body. 

 Anyone can choose to recieve the expansion of our RLS through 
testimonies, statments & evidence we present. By choice we share, by 
choice you hear!

 Some may push your understandings, dont let anything block your mind.

Angelic Host of Heaven | By expieirence both personal & professional, Anegls 
came up. Honestly New Age teachings confussed me alot & on reflection nothing
matched what I was seeing & many times what people where quotting. It took 
me 7-years to truly have encounters that gave diffenition to angelic host of 
heaven both 2nd & 3rd heaven. Event 7, in session 3 is where we go deeper 
inregards to Heavens angelic Host.

Here in this glossary you will find words like thrones, pricipalaties, & ancient 
beinings. They are both in relationship to 2nd & 3rd Heaven as well as 1st Heaven 
{earth}. Clarity around the angelic world is critical to understand bloodline 
bondages & DNA curses & more realivent to the correction that one is looking 
for, knowing the many statments around gaurdian angels is one that i am still 
piecing together but again worthy of a conversation. 



Hell | A place that the souls of men, women, family groups are locked into. 
When the hope of divine love is denied and over looked by many as not 
important - Another 3-Chair discussion.  
Here we discuss & take away discord & myth with real life stories & evidence. 
The Real Life Stories will wake you up. Be warned that this information is more 
than tangibly backed with the evidence we share. 

Here our experience from Soul Rescue Medium, The After Life & through 
experiencing “Minsitry of Reconciliation”, we walk you through how they all 
play a part in eternity. Its up to you to be open for this conversation & remember
this is not an agrument or a debate, we speak of meaningful evidence & 
demonstrate by expieirnece, backed with RLS. {Note eviction card below pertains
to these typs of conversation we walk through togetehr across the 7-Trading 
Rooms}

Courts | Heavens Court & Hells Court are supernatural places that humanities 
trade records are contestted & defended. Know that these records do produce 
daily life changing results. There are may positive results to come from this level
of work. Bloodline Bondages are recorded against each person, and that is why it
is important for you to know both sides of the supernaturial record keeping, 
linked to your spiritual & eternial supernatural life ahead of you!

Ledgers | Books of Rememebrence & Akashic Records are keys & keepers of 
your secrets.  Both get exposed during the workshop. This one topic is in the top
three of need to know for seeing, healing and to manifest into the physical.

Habeas Corpus | When this legal term came up for me as an audible word in 
truth I had no clue what it meant! What I discovered over the corse of time 
going into the Courts of Heaven, I saw into both Hells Court & Heavens. So my 
question is who told me the term habeas corpus and why or what situation was I 
about to walk into as I placed my hand on a door handle to a persons home; as 
my hand conectted to the door the term habeas corpus was like having someone 
standing next to me making a statment! A statement that I had no clue on how to
pronounce nor knew what it meant. 



Homework Resources | Inside our services we have many resources, two key 
healing decrees or staments that can sometimes take an entire day to work 
through is Trading Room 7  here you will be stepping into next level of soul 
trauma DNA healing. 

Inside our homework online tools you will quickly learn that our intel is deeper 
than deep & that these moments do require conversations, they do inclued 
revelations with a few tissue moments, in truth. You have a choice to reasurch 
more or not. 

Trading Room 7 leads you into a deeper relationship with cosmic understanding, 
Heavenly understanding & Hell on earth undertaking against humanity. Starting 
with who are you in creation itself” & what are you called to do in the walk 
called life? What comes first timing or purpose?

Example of DIY Resources Post Event | One part of these resources fall under 
the acronym of U.G.L.Y. Dealing with The Good, The Bad & The Ugly that has 
been unknowingly documented & used against you & your DNA across timeline 
trades. A tapestry of “stuff” exposed, healed, restored. 

DIY Detective | Inside both courts you need to know how to operate. In all our 
workshops we do not have time to go into the function of the courts, but we do 
have resources to which we will share across the 7-Trading Rooms. Slowly you 
will build basic foundation information.    

Soul Seat Sharing | A demonstration on how when healing, fixing, addressing 
isue like depression, addictions, guilt, anxiety, suicide, mind issues, emotional 
issues (and more) & how strong knowing more about your trichotomy will 
change what you do in the physcial to change the negative holds into re- 
positioning into a joyous position.  

King Thrones | Entities that control minions & dark forces of the unseen realms. 
Many walk earth without constraints because people have no idea of their 
existence or know they are interacting with their physical life results.  
These entities hold a position over humanities life & lifestyle results through 
timelines. Yet once you know what we share you hold complete authority over 
these entities & what we share takes away fear attached to any topic in life. 



Currently they have been running the earth & they have a specific way they 
communicate to control the lower levels that hinder all & everything on earth. 
They do not communicate through language! {hollywood early deaths, overdose 
& other derailments fit into this conversation}

F.E.A.R | Is not a “False Reality Feeling Real”. Fear is something more and it is 
here we demonstrate & share real life testimonies on how to remove fear. 
Inclueding other topics like, angxiety & depression are some of the issues locked 
inside many of the Trading Room topics. Once you understand the Trading Room
terminology you will not let fear take hold of you or anyone in your areas of 
influence. {What we share is made adaptable to everyday life}  

Removing Fear & Uncertinty | Fallen Powers, Principalities, demonic entities & 
all things that go bump in the night will be discussed at different stages & levels 
of our workshops.  All will be backed with real life stories. Learning will take 
away physical arguments & destroy issues way before they get a chance to 
manifest. Here you learn how to change government mandates with out any 
protesting! Small numbers holding knowledge is powerful. Let those numbers 
grow in that knowledge then wisdom forms and impossible mountains move. 

Mountains & Councils | These terminologies cross the big divied & hit daily life 
that is so hidden you will be speachless once you take off the blinders. Through 
Courts of Heaven & viewing Hell’s Court, we can say once you see something 
you cant un-see it! We will build on this information, over time and we will 
point you to some excillent outsourced resources that are essential at this level. 
We understand that not all will make sense until we arrive at Trading Rooms 6 
or 7. 
With each of the closing Q&A times of each event you will begin to understand 
what the non-physical means to EVERY man, women and child & to every man 
made “the, they’s, others, for those that class as a Rat, A Cat, A Mouse, A 
Donkey! {please do not miss quote me or read into what you have not heard also
reminder of the eviction card at our events do apply} 

No matter your identity language, our eternity language beween World’s. We will
rattle and shake you instantly into a bigger profound reality. Done not to 



intimidate, nor to scare, our reasons are case based & encounter based. Becuase 
2020 changed our world for every bloodline acrosss the planet all nation & 
people groups. 

Disclaimer | In reference to Mountains & Councils statement. If you can’t receive
this level of supernatural intelligence & come to disrupt our workshop, we will 
give you the eviction card without dialog. Our events are in a private group 
setting. 

Free Will beings you and our Free Will holds no hesitation in “Evictting” you! 
To save embarressment PLEASE read our T&C’s. Be respectful & ask questions 
appropriately within the contex of the Workshop you are attending.

Soul Parts | Is in relationship to parts of the soul that get held in captivity      
{in darkness}. A feeling where there seems to be no light & that no hope will 
come upon any situation, person or circumstance,  past, present or future. These 
tools will help people who have others around them that can’t get to the point of 
freedom.  

Here we teach you how to step into a gap and make space for them, so they get 
a break and in that moment you can start to impliment small parts of your own 
experiences of the cluster content & other information we share. 

Breakthrough sometimes is best coming form within the family, not outside. For 
others it’s friends who steps into the gap we are talking about. Either scenarios 
can produce powerful results. Inside our workshops we are building you up so 
you can confidently help others around you & support them until they are ready 
to work on themselves. 

Evidence & Photo | You will be shown a photo of a bloodline bondage entity 
that was unknowingly caught on camera. This picture will be on display at the 
workshop. It is referred to as the “Idris Rd Photo”. This material is evidence & 
we express to you that meaningful evidence is our foundation on what we share 
for the outcome to expose and heal bloodline bondages & DNA Curses through 
discernment.   



Dragons, Dungeons, Chains, Shackles of Iron | Ancient of days exsist in the 
spirit-world and they are very much co-existing with many on earth. Today we 
will discuss the veils of layers of who is allowed to see what & why?  

Angels around the Throne of God | The Lion, The Egale, The Ox, The Lamb. A 
beautiful discussion & depiction of how I came to engage at this level of 
encounter. We will share details on how wisdom came from this encounter and 
joined the dots over a ten year period of trying to understand who was talking to 
me why & how! 

SRA Person Revelation | As the founder of Decoding Life it is my reponsability 
to give accurate knowledge of all the different levels of encounters & to decern 
accurately and to give meaningful evidence within the translation to others. 
For transperency the following are Trading Room topics that we hold expieirnece 
in. 

Levels of SRA | Satanic Ritual Abuse | {From Movies, Entertainment, 
Freemasonry} 

Level of RAOTE | Ritual Abuse of the Elderly | {Mind Zombies} 

Levels of MRA | Mandate Ritual Abuse | {Demonic Boardrooms} 

MCRA | Media Corporate Ritual Abuse | {Druids} 

Each of these four topics are more real in everyday life than I even wanted to 
acknowledge. In our 8am-Rollercoaster I step you through my own person soul 
entangelments specificaly to SRA, also covered in many real life stories across all
four topics. 
As each topic {four above} came to revelation in my own personal life, as they 
moved off my trichotomy my life took massive change. This then started a 
change in my lifestyle, explaining so many issues across my life since childhood. 

Prior to this I had absolutely no revelation, nor consideration or vocabulary on 
how to deal with such matters, I did not even acknowledge that these above four 
topics are linked into every day life for us all, 5-years ago (2018) to me they 
would not have even been considered as real “THINGS”. 



Today for me; SRA is actuly more damagng than cancer! Now in our orintation I
will expand on this statment, so dont get angry with me right now! Come and 
listen ask question do the work and join in our ongoing discussions across our 7-
Trading Rooms. 

RLS Blog | I have other basic resources published blogs & podcasts that host 
many real life stories, establishing evidence logs & physical log content {without 
context}and many references. Inside each of the 10 blogs are filled with countless
case files & research content around bloodline issues.  

This is also refered to as DNA bad-blood, that have been established through soul
trades, across past generations hitting current generations as patterns or cycles. 
Until this ‘bad-blood” has been addressed through the record keeping systems 
{books}, patterns & cycles will seem to be on rinse, repeat, reload, across family 
members & across generations.  Sometimes jumping the gene line to confuse 
references to historical recollection. 

Privacy in Testimony - RLS Coded | Referencing RLS {Real Life Stories / 
Testimonies} by number example #21. This is our inhouse reference is to keep 
the identity of a past case file private. 



Prep  Trading Room 1-7  Events  
Workshop Prep |  Task 1-3  | Glossary 

Prep for the days event. | In preparation for each workshop & once 
seated on the day, we ask that you show your neighbour you have no recording 
devices opperating on your phone or any other electronic device. We prefer that 
phones are completely switched off for privacy reasons due to the sensitive and 
intimate conversations. We thank you in advance for respecting all workshop 
attendees and their information today. We do not record or film any of our 
workshops & we do not post to any of the social media platforms. Any 
references we use post workshop are refered to as RLS and are numbered for 
privacy reasons.   
Once settled into the room please meet & mingle with all.  Get to know those 
you will be spending the day with, for they will hear your story as you in turn 
will hear theirs! 

1st task |  After you have found a seat, sit and prep your tasks. 
On a pad create two colums. On the left hand side head-up with “Judgement”on 
the right hand side head-up with “Trans-form-information”. 

2nd task | Throughout the day questions will come up. To keep on time we ask 
for you to record your questions down & cross off as they get answered through 
out the day. We will host an end of day group Q&A and this is the time for 
anything that remains on your list. 

3rd task | For more sensative questions, please connect with the Assistant Coach. 
They have the Coach’s schedule,  and will be able to present to the Coach your 
questions, with a response to be offered.     

Tools to bring |  A4 spiral bound exercise book. {you will need to rip a few 
pages out along the way} Pens, black or blue plus red. Also white-out for 
corrections.  



T’s & C’s | Workshops 1-7 published Aug 13th 2023 

8am-Rollercoster {8am-10am} | For each of the seven workshops you will need 
to attend the 8am-Rollercoaster {Orientation}. This session is your entry to the 
days event. A no-show to the 8am-Rollercoaster means no entry to the main 
event. Please note we offer no-refunds, or rain checks for no-shows & late 
arrivals.  

Check-in Desk | This is your welcome desk, your FAQ desk, your help desk, 
your events go-2 place. To check next event we are planning in the 1-7 worskhop
schedules. Event 7 is slightly different format for registration, Check-in desks is 
your Q&A place.  

Workshop Orientation Time | 8am-10am. This sets the event foundations. Our 
content is housed under the term “Trading Rooms “. The Trading Room tools / 
flyers are our main working document for the days event. 

 We flip in and out of these tools all day; therefore the 8am-Rollercoaster is
a must to attend. 

 We break for morning tea at 10am, lunch at 12-1pm 
 Time permitting we host a closing Q&A, for each Trading Room event.  
 Please arrive well rested & plan for a restful evening post event.   

Workshops Over-run Time | We close offically at 5:30pm. But those that need to 
stay on are welcome and those that need to leave can. As we move fast through 
the cluster & evidence sections, you may feel you need extra time for additional 
personal interaction. 
During the main event our team may ask you to bring your questions or scenarios
to over-run sections of the workshop. 
Some venues have terms that do not allow us to stay on, so on the day our team 
will advise what time we need to close so we can do our housekeeping & vacate 
the room. 

Corporate Close | Please know we have a set of tasks to close & end our event. 
Corporately through our Health & Safety we can not have anyone in the room 
while we finish up on the days debrief. We thank you for your consideration on 
vacating the room when asked.  

Workshop Entry | Initial 8am-Rollercoaster is our orientation time that we run for
each of the sevent events. All events start with 8am-Rollercoaster Orientation of 



glossary {Language between Worlds} & Trading Room Q&A. While we focue on
one main Trading Room category at a time, we uterlise our time effectivly by 
cross refrence information into future event across all 7-Trading Rooms. 
 
Why Because whatever stage you & your bloodline healing is at! It is important 
to understand when a topic is presentted that does not fit the current event 
content our team will get you to tranfer / re-address that specific topic to a future
Treading Room event that is best place to address in detail. Know that nothing is
left to chance or ignored. Becuase we move fast inside our events, tranfering 
content is the most effective way to get the best results.   

Trading Rooms |  You recieve all 7-Trading Rooms worksheets/ flyers/ clusters at
Trading Room 1 8am-Rollercoaster / Orientation. Take care of the fworksheets/ 
flyers / clusters becuase we supply only 1-set for the entire 7 events.

To save disappontment PLEASE meet our terms set out here in our T&C. 
Reason is due to the pace we work at inside our events, we do not stop for 
questions that we have covered in our orientation time. 

Trading Room 7-Topics 
1 Life’s Genetic Entanglements 
2 Life’s Trading Dens 
3 Life’s Tapestry Veils
4 Life’s Patterns & Cycles 
5 Life’s Symbology
6 Life’s Governance
7 Life’s S.I.T.

Workshop Reminder Check list 
 Bring all 7-Trading Room Flyers to each event.
 Each event builds to the next and is critical to have all resources & 

research material on hand. 
 Follow through with anything that has been asked for you to research as 

your homework.   
 Our coach’s understand where best to deal with specific topics that come 

up. When they ask you to transfer a topic to another workshop then please 
follow their request. {At our orientation time we share why}



Decoding Life In-house T&C’s | Because of the nature of the inner healing work 
& the many contentious topics we discuss, it is our Coach’s discression to 
remove anyone that is disrupting any part of our events. 
Please know we are trained in many areas of deliverence & inner healing & it is 
at our Lead Coach’s discression to remove anyone they believe that has displayed
hidden motives & agendas, both physically & spiritually speaking. 

Eviction Card | Sensitivity & respect of our environment. No refunds are offered 
to anyone that is removed from our event because of the disruption they have 
created. Be it physical, verbal or spiritual, our events are set from the onset as 
“PRIVATE”, held in group gathering. Our Coach has the authority over all of our
inhouse Health & Safety T&C’s. 

Eviction Post Workshop Communication | All complaints can be presented by 
email to karyn@decodinglife.co.nz her response will be acknowledged based on her 
teams feedback & conversations from others in attendance surrounding the 
eviction matter. 
We thank you all for your understanding, if this situation does happen in an event
that you are attending, then you are asked to let our team handle all situations. 
Anyone who steps in or interfers with our process may also risk being evicted.  
Please know that it is not our intent to have to take this level of action. 

Workshop Payments | With purchasing Decoding Life Workshop ticket you are in
total agreement with all our T&C including the terms around communication or 
discussion on topics posted inside our glossary, including the term eviction card.  

Founder Karyn Cooksley

r.e.d.x. 
Research.Experience.Decern.Xpose.
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